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How Phonological Reductions Sometimes Help the Listener
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In speech production, high-frequency words are more likely than low-frequency words to be phonologically reduced. We tested in an eye-tracking experiment whether listeners can make use of this correlation
between lexical frequency and phonological realization of words. Participants heard prefixed verbs in
which the prefix was either fully produced or reduced. Simultaneously, they saw a high-frequency verb
and a low-frequency verb with this prefix—plus 2 distractors— on a computer screen. Participants were
more likely to look at the high-frequency verb when they heard a reduced prefix than when they heard
a fully produced prefix. Listeners hence exploit the correlation of lexical frequency and phonological
reduction and assume that a reduced prefix is more likely to belong to a high-frequency word. This shows
that reductions do not necessarily burden the listener but may in fact have a communicative function, in
line with functional theories of phonology.
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perceive correctly anyway (Kohler, 1990) or reducing words only
if the reduced version is perceptually very similar to the nonreduced version (Steriade, 2001).
For example, the alveolar stops /t/ and /d/ are especially subject
to reduction, because the perceptual effects of changing the place
of articulation are smaller for stops than for fricatives (Hura,
Lindblom, & Diehl, 1992) and smaller for alveolars than for other
places of articulation (Cho & McQueen, 2008). Mitterer and
colleagues (Mitterer, Csépe, & Blomert, 2006; Mitterer,
Yoneyama, & Ernestus, 2008) showed that speakers reduce segments especially in those contexts in which the listeners have a
hard time noticing the change.
A common thread in these approaches is that listeners may not
be burdened by reductions because they fail to note them. This
cannot be the whole story, however. Although listeners may often
be unaware of reductions, there is no way that the auditory system
can miss the difference between, for example, the full four-syllable
[
] and the reduced two-syllable [
] versions of the
Dutch word verrukkelijk “delicious.” Additionally, the acoustic
effects of the reduced stimuli used in studies such as Tucker and
Warner (2007) were obviously noticeable enough to impair the
participant’s word recognition.
So it would seem that some reductions have the potential to
impair the listener’s processing. The best that a speaker who
chooses to reduce can hope for is to mitigate that damage by
cleverly choosing where to reduce. However, some theoretical
perspectives would suggest that listeners may benefit from
reduction. Aylett and Turk (2006) argued that speakers reduce
words that are to some extent predictable. If listeners are aware
of this correlation, they should be able to use the reductions
they perceive in order to make inferences about the frequencies
of the intended words. This may allow listeners to resolve
temporary ambiguities earlier than they would otherwise have
been able to.

In order for speech to convey meaning successfully, the listener
must be able to decode which words the speaker intended to utter,
but speakers do not make the task easy for the listener. Spontaneous speech is peppered with phonological reductions and deletions
(e.g., the reduction of German “we have” /
/ to [
]).
A long tradition in phonetics and phonology (e.g., Grammont,
1933; Lindblom, 1990), elaborated by current theories of functional or evolutionary phonology (Blevins, 2004; Boersma, 1998),
sees the actual pronunciation of an utterance as resulting from a
balancing act between the opposing interests of the listener, who
wants to perceive differences between words clearly and easily,
and the speaker, who wants to minimize articulatory effort, resulting in words that are harder for the listener to distinguish.
At first glance, the ubiquity of reductions seems problematic for
this picture: The speaker seems to be rather selfish, giving no
weight to the needs of the listener in the supposed balancing act.
There is ample evidence that listeners find it more difficult to
recognize reduced words than nonreduced words (Ernestus,
Baayen, & Schreuder, 2002; Sumner & Samuel, 2005; Tucker &
Warner, 2007). Some have argued, however, that even when
producing reductions, speakers are taking the needs and abilities of
their listeners into account, for example, by reducing especially
those segments that would have been difficult for listeners to
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The relationship between frequency and reduction has been
shown by many studies (Bell, Brenier, Gregory, Girand, & Jurafsky, 2009; Bybee, 2001; Zipf, 1949). For example, Pluymaekers,
Ernestus, and Baayen (2005) found that a wide range of Dutch
affixes were more likely to be reduced in high-frequency than in
low-frequency words, including the prefixes ge- and ver- that we
focus on in this paper. Language learners are excellent at learning
covariate relationships, such as the fact that, in stress-timed languages, shorter syllables are more likely to be part of longer words
and long syllables are likely to be monosyllabic words (e.g., cap
vs. captain; see Salverda, Dahan, & McQueen, 2003). Similarly,
listeners might also be able to learn the correlation between word
frequency and the likelihood of phonological reduction and use
reduction as a cue for lexical frequency during word recognition,
in the same way that they are able to draw inferences about the
frequency and predictability of an upcoming word from the presence of an immediately preceding disfluency (Corley, Macgregor,
& Donaldson, 2007).
Consider a listener who has heard up to the [xdr] point in the
incomplete Dutch sentence Afgelopen nacht heeft hij veel [ . . .]
(English, “Last night he has . . . a lot”). The fragment [ ] contains
the prefix ge-/ / from which the schwa has been deleted. The
listener will probably recover easily from this reduction, because
/ / is an impossible onset cluster in Dutch (see Spinelli &
Gros-Balthazard, 2007). At this point partway through the word,
the listener has all the information necessary to decide both that the
lexical representation of the word begins with /
/ and that the
speaker has reduced the word.
Given the beginning of the sentence Afgelopen nacht heeft hij
veel . . . , there are then two main candidate words starting with
/
/: gedronken /
/ “drank,” which has a frequency count
of 1,098, and gedroomd /
/ “dreamed,” which has a frequency of 492 in the CELEX corpus (Baayen, Piepenbrock, &
Gulikers, 1995). According to standard accounts of lexical access
(Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1997; McClelland & Elman, 1986;
Norris & McQueen, 2008), the listener will have to wait till the
vowel to be able to disambiguate fully the word that the speaker
intended, but that does not mean the listener is considering both
possibilities as equally likely prior to the word’s uniqueness point.
If, as we hypothesize, the listener uses the relation between reduction and lexical frequency during word recognition, we might find
that hearing reduced /xdr/ biases the listener even more strongly
toward higher frequency gedronken than unreduced /
/ does.
We test these predictions using the visual-world paradigm. In
this paradigm, listeners hear a sentence while they are looking at
a screen containing (typically four) pictures or written words and
having the direction of their gaze recorded with an eye tracker. The
participants’ task is to click on one of the pictures or words based
on the content of the auditory sentence, but their ultimate responses in this task are less interesting than which pictures or
words their gaze is directed toward while they are in the middle of
processing the sentence. Over a decade of research since Allopenna, Magnuson, and Tanenhaus (1998) has found that the average proportion of time that a group of listeners spend looking at
one of the pictures or written words on the screen is closely related
to the activation strength of the corresponding candidate word, as
predicted by the major models of word recognition (Dahan, Magnuson, Tanenhaus, & Hogan, 2001; Righi, Blumstein, Mertus, &
Worden, 2010).

So eye tracking seems well suited to test the prediction that
reduction will affect the lexical activation of high- and lowfrequency words differently. If our hypothesis is correct, hearing a
reduced prefix should make listeners look more at the highfrequency words, and hearing canonical forms should make listeners look more at the low-frequency words.

Method
Participants
Forty individuals from of the participant pool of the Max Planck
Institute participated in the experiment for pay. All participants
were native speakers of Dutch with normal hearing and vision.

Stimuli
We chose 40 pairs of high- and low-frequency Dutch past
participles: 20 pairs where both verbs began with the prefix ge-,
such as gedronken “drunk” and gedroomd “dreamed,” and 20 pairs
with the prefix ver-, such as verliefd “in love” and verliederlijkt
“neglected, run down.” Within each pair, the two participles were
phonologically identical up to the onset of the syllable following
the prefix and continued with a vowel that was either also identical
or at least similar (e.g., /o/ and / /). The low-frequency member of
each pair had a count of under 50 (mean: 12.71) in the CELEX
lexical database, with the exception of the word gedroomd (491),
which was paired with the more frequent gedronken (1,089). The
high-frequency member had a count of at least 300 for the verparticiples (mean: 599) and at least 400 for the ge- participles
(mean: 2,930).
For each pair, a sentence frame was constructed such that both
participles would be semantically natural completions, for example, Afgelopen nacht heeft hij veel ___ “Last night he has ___ a lot”
for the pair gedroomd “dreamed”/gedronken “drunk.” The participle was the final word in 38 of the sentence frames and was
followed only by a particle in the other two.
To estimate predictability, we measured the cloze probability for
the high- and low-frequency word in these sentences an online
experiment with 34 participants. Participants read the sentence
frame and typed between two and seven words that could end the
sentence. After this open cloze test, they rated the clozeprobability of the high- and low-frequency word on a 7-point scale.
As there was a preference for the high-frequency words in the open
cloze test (high-frequency word mentioned on 9.4% and lowfrequency word mentioned on 4.4% of the trials) and in the rating
task (high-frequency words: 5.4; low-frequency words: 4.1 on a
scale from 1 to 7), we used these measures as covariates in the data
analysis.
Two versions of each sentence were recorded by a female native
speaker of Dutch, once with the instruction to articulate the prefixes of the participle in their full form ([ ] and [ ]) and once in
their reduced form ([ ] and [ ]). The recorded sentences were cut
at a positive zero crossing before the onset of frication of [ ] and
[ ] at the beginning of the prefix. To verify that the amount of
reduction was similar for high- and low-frequency words, we
performed a two-factor analysis of variance on the prefix duration
with the factors reduction and frequency (see Table 1). The results
showed an effect of reduction, F(1, 157) ⫽ 68.04, p ⬍ .001, but
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Table 1
Properties of the Stimuli as Used in the Four Cells of
the Experiment
Lexical frequency
Property
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No. segments
Prefix duration in ms
Reduced realization
Unreduced realization
Stem duration in ms
Reduced realization
Unreduced realization

Low

High

8.0

7.3

120
163

120
159

669
675

616
602

neither an effect of frequency nor an interaction (Fs ⬍ 1). A
similar analysis of stem durations showed that they were independent of prefix reduction (F ⬍ 1) but longer for low-frequency
words, F(1, 157) ⫽ 13.3, p ⬍ .001. This reflected the difference in
number of segments between low- and high-frequency words.
These analyses showed that the rate with which information about
the stem became available is approximately similar in the four
cells of the design.
As the speaker tended to speak the entire sentence with a faster
pace when producing the reduced-prefix versions, eight variants
were created for each sentence by crossing the following three
factors:
1.

Was the initial part of the sentence taken from a recording with a reduced or a canonically produced prefix?

2.

Was the prefix reduced or canonically produced?

3.

Was the target verb high- or low-frequency?

This gave rise to 320 sentence stimuli.

Apparatus and Procedure
Participants were seated in a chair in front of a computer screen
at 68 cm distance with their chin resting on a tower mount of an
EyeLink 1000 eye tracker from SR Research. The stimulus presentation was controlled by a different computer using ExperimentBuilder software from SR Research. After calibration, instructions presented on the computer screen told participants that
they would be hearing sentences and simultaneously seeing four
printed words on the computer screen. The instructions stated
(correctly) that they would hear one of these four words in the
sentence and that their task was to click on that word.
Each trial started with a fixation cross presented for 500 ms in
the center of the screen. After that, words appeared in the center of
each of the four quadrants of the screen, and the mouse cursor was
made visible at the center of the screen. After a preview of 1 s, the
auditory sentence began. The trial finished when the participant
clicked on one of the words. Every 10 trials, the calibration of the
eye tracker was checked.
The four words on the screen were the target word used in the
auditory sentence (e.g., gedronken), its opposite-frequency pair
mate as the main competitor (e.g., gedroomd), plus two distractors
from the pool of participles with the other prefix (e.g., verladen
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“shipped” and verlaten “left”). In this way, each printed word
appeared twice during the 40 trials, once as a member of a
target– competitor pair and once as a distractor.
Each participant heard 40 sentences, 10 sentences in each combination of full versus reduced prefix and high- versus lowfrequency target word. Across all participants, each sentence was
presented equally often in each of the four conditions. Randomization was done on an individual basis.
This experiment was combined with another experiment intended to explore the findings of Mitterer and McQueen (2009)
that it can be possible under some conditions to repeat items in
eye-tracking experiments without altering the results. After the
initial block of trials reported on here, the participants took part in
additional blocks to test the effects of repeating the same stimuli.
As it turned out, repetition did alter participants’ responses in later
blocks in ways that are not discussed here.1
Each participant hence heard 10 sentences of each combination
of target word (high–low frequency) and pronunciation (full vs.
reduced). Within each cell, half of the carrier sentences came from
an utterance with a full or a reduced production of the target word.
As there was no effect of this variable, we do not consider it
further.
After the experiment, participants filled in a questionnaire rating
how frequent each of the 40 words was in their (active and passive)
language use. These ratings are used as covariates in the data
analysis.

Design and Analysis
For the purposes of time locking the eye-gaze data, we took into
account that our speaker pronounced the reduced prefixes faster
than the unreduced ones. This makes the uniqueness point for the
reduced verbs fall earlier than that for the unreduced verbs. To
correct for this, we measured all times from the onset of the verb’s
stem rather than the onset of the entire word (e.g., the beginning of
the [d] in [
]).
t] and [
The main factors in this experiment are the frequency of the
target word, with the levels high versus low, and realization of the
target word, with the levels full versus reduced. Additional models
are considered that also include as covariates the cloze probability
of the target and competitor words (from the online experiment)
and each participant’s subjective frequency ratings of the target
and competitor word.
The dependent variable is the amount of time participants spent
looking at the target word relative to its competitor during the time
window from 200 ms to 600 ms after the onset of the verb stem.
If a participant looked at the target for 100 ms on a given trial, this
would lead to a fixation proportion of 0.25 (100 ms/400 ms). The
fixation proportions were transformed logistically, and zeros and
ones were replaced by 0.005 and 0.995 (cf. Macmillan & Creel1

One may wonder why repetition sometimes affects the results and
sometimes does not. A crucial difference between the current procedure
and that of Mitterer and McQueen (2009) is the use of a constant versus
changing sentence frame. In Mitterer and McQueen’s experiments, the
sentence frame was similar over different trials (e.g., “click on the word
cupboard above the square”), but here certain target– competitor pairs are
associated with specific carrier sentences (see the Appendix). This may
encourage listeners to predict targets based on the carrier sentence.
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man, 1991). The dependent variable is the difference between the
transformed target and competitor looks.
Linear mixed effect models were used to determine the relation
between the dependent variable and the independent variables
(Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) to allow the use of trialspecific covariates. Reported p values were based on Markov chain
Monte Carlo simulation (MCMC; cf. Baayen et al., 2008).
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Results
Figure 1 shows how the listeners’ gazes changed during the
course of listening to the word for all conditions. All panels show
the typical three-way split for the time course of target, competitor,
and distractor fixations. There was no preference for a word in the
pretarget baseline; 200 ms after the onset of the stem, participants
looked toward target and competitor to the same degree. By 600
ms after the onset of the stem, there was enough acoustic information for the listener to determine that the stimulus began, for
instance, [
. . .] rather than [
. . .], so a preference for the
target over the competitor arose.

Interestingly, between those two times, after the listener was
sure that what the prefix was, but before he or she was sure what
the stem was, the pattern differed between the reduced and unreduced conditions. Panel A shows the data for reduced prefixes,
with a preference for high-frequency over low-frequency words
(be it target or competitor), and Panel B shows the data for
unreduced prefixes with no differences between high-and low
frequency words. Panels C and D show the same data but now
allowing for a direct comparison between reduced and unreduced
forms in one panel. Panel C shows that, for high-frequency targets,
reduction did not lead to a recognition cost, and Panel D shows that
reduction led to recognition costs for low-frequency targets. This
hints at the hypothesized interaction between frequency and reduction, although not a crossover interaction. To confirm this
statistically, we tested the experimental effects with a number of
mixed effects models. The simplest model had only target word
frequency and target word reduction as contrast-coded fixed factors, with items and subjects as random factors. In this model,
neither the effect of frequency (b ⫽ 0.3155, pMCMC ⫽ 0.38), nor

Figure 1. Comparison of fixation proportions to the targets (solid line), phonological competitors (dotted
lines), and unrelated distractors (dashed lines). A compares the fixation proportions for high- and low-frequency
words given a reduced prefix in the auditory input. B shows the same comparison given an unreduced prefix in
the input. C and D show the same data grouped differently. C compares the fixations to high-frequency targets
and low-frequency competitors for a reduced versus unreduced prefix in the input. D shows the analogous
comparison for low-frequency targets with high-frequency competitors.
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the effect of reduction was significant (b ⫽ 0.4238, pMCMC ⫽
0.16). Crucially, the interaction of frequency and reduction was
significant (b ⫽ ⫺1.39, pMCMC ⬍ 0.05).
We next investigated the role of three possible covariates:
subjective frequency, cloze test rating, and cloze probability. The
initial model contained the three covariates and their two- and
three-way interactions with the experimental factors target word
frequency and target word reduction. Insignificant effects were
removed from the model starting with the highest order interactions. The final model retained a significant main effect of cloze
probability (b ⫽ ⫺2.18, pMCMC ⬍ 0.01) and, as in the simple
model, a significant interaction of target word frequency and target
word reduction (b ⫽ ⫺1.41, pMCMC ⬍ 0.05). (The effects of target
word frequency and reduction were again not significant, pMCMC ⬎ 0.1, but remained in the model because of the significant
interaction of these two factors.)
Given the effect of cloze probability on fixation proportions, we
also tested a model in which there was an interaction of target
word reduction by cloze probability rather than an interaction of
target word reduction by lexical frequency. Given that the highfrequency words were also more predictable, t(158) ⫽ 2.63, p ⬍
.01, d ⫽ 0.4, the model did not include a term for lexical frequency. Even in this case, there was no significant interaction of
cloze probability by target word reduction (pMCMC ⬎ 0.2).

Discussion
The experiment showed that listeners can take advantage of the
correlation between word frequency and phonological reduction.
When hearing a reduced prefix, listeners looked more at the
high-frequency words than at the low-frequency words. The results, however, did not show a crossover interaction; that is, with
unreduced prefixes there was no difference between high- and
low-frequency words. One possible explanation is that the three
possible advantages a word can have for word recognition— high
frequency, a clear pronunciation, and (as we argue) the expected
level of reduction for its frequency—are of roughly comparable
strength, at least under the conditions of the present experiment. In
three of our four conditions, target words had two of these three
advantages, so their activation levels were approximately equal.
Unreduced high-frequency words, for instance, have the advantage
of their high-frequency and unreduced form but do not have the
expected level of reduction given their frequency. Only in the
reduced low-frequency condition did targets lack all three advantages.
The current results from phonological reductions complement
those of Salverda et al. (2003) for clear speech, who found listeners used the duration of the syllable [hæm] in clear speech to
decide whether it was the entire word ham or part of the word
hamster. Salverda et al. showed that listeners make lexical inferences from duration differences even in the absence of phonological reduction. In their experiment, the duration differences were
driven by the realization of an optional prosodic boundary. Our
results show that listeners make lexical inferences from phonological reduction even in the absence of prosodically driven duration
differences as they arise in clear speech.
One caveat of the current study is that the reduction affected the
prefix of a morphologically complex word. Although this allowed
us to use very similar forms of reduction across the stimulus set, it
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raises the question of whether the results would generalize to
monomorphemic words. The current results provide little basis to
answer this question, and future research is necessary to answer
this question. Related to this issue, a .96 correlation between word
form frequency and lemma frequency prevents us from making
claims about which frequency measure drives our result. Another
issue related to morphology is that the duration measurements of
our stimuli showed a selective reduction of the prefix, which raises
the question of whether our stimuli can be considered reasonable
approximations of natural reductions. Here, it is important to note
that reduction is not a process that affects all parts of speech to
the same degree. Corpus studies have shown that, in stressed-time
languages such as English, Dutch, and German, reduction especially affects unstressed syllables (Mitterer, 2008; Shockey, 2003,
see Table 2.1 on p. 15; Van Bael, Baayen, & Strik, 2007). This
makes the prefix more vulnerable than the stem. Moreover, all of
our target words were the last content word in the sentence and
usually the very last word. Hence, they were subject to the lengthening effects of focus accent and usually utterance-final lengthening as well, which would have counteracted the smaller shortening
effects of intended reduction of the stem.
It is noteworthy that, in our data, it is lexical frequency and not
contextual predictability that interacts with the level of reduction.
Usually, both contribute to the amount of reduction found in
corpus studies (Bell et al., 2009; Pluymaekers et al., 2005). In
corpora, however, both effects tend to be correlated (see Bell et al.,
2009, Table 2), making it difficult to distinguish their separate
effects. A relevant study here is by Scarborough (2010), who
orthogonally varied a lexical variable (confusability) and contextual probability and found that vowel reduction is influenced
strongly by lexical confusability and only to a small extent by the
contextual appropriateness of a word in a given context. This
would suggest that, in production, lexical variables might be
stronger predictors of phonological reduction than context and
discourse factors, and listeners pick up this correlation and use it
in word recognition. However, our design did not experimentally
vary predictability, so the current data offer no conclusive evidence on how important predictability is to listeners.
This brings us to the question of what type of mechanism allows
listeners to take advantage of the correlation between lexical
frequency and reduction. There are two main possibilities. First,
episodic storage models for the mental lexicon (Connine, Ranbom,
& Patterson, 2008; Goldinger, 1998) assume that listeners store
phonological variants in the mental lexicon. Because the reduced
variants of high-frequency words occur often, high-frequency
words will still be strongly activated if the input comes in a
reduced form.
It is also possible to account for the results without assuming
storage of variant forms (i.e., the standard view in classical models
of the mental lexicon). When a reduced form is heard, the activation of all high-frequency words may be given an extra boost. This
requires lexical representations to be accessible by their frequency,
not only, as in listening, by the auditory input, which is difficult to
achieve in classical models of spoken word recognition, such as
TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986) or Shortlist (Norris &
McQueen, 2008).
For the more plausible account using multiple phonetic representations, there are a few alternatives. On one end of the continuum, there are models of the mental lexicon in which only acoustic
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patterns are stored (Goldinger, 1998). On the other end of the
continuum, the lexical entry for a given word contains only a set
of abstracted pronunciation variants (Connine et al., 2008; McLennan, Luce, & Charles-Luce, 2003), much like the phonetic transcriptions [
] and [
] of the Dutch word verliefd (English,
“in love”). As argued elsewhere (Mitterer, 2006), assuming only
acoustic patterns is problematic, because this makes it difficult to
generalize. If only acoustic patterns are stored, listeners would,
for instance, have to learn the likelihood of reduction separately for speakers of Dutch with an alveolar trill (saying
[
] for /
/, English “smoked”) and speakers with an
uvular trill (saying [
] for /
/). From a functional point of
view, the assumption of storage for multiple abstracted phonetic
forms for a given word hence seems to be the more promising
account for the current data.2 In this way, the listener can learn the
likelihood of reduction while disregarding orthogonal phonetic
variation.
The issue of functionality also brings us back to our initial
question. Does the ubiquitous nature of phonetic reduction challenge functional theories of phonology and their notion of a
balancing act between the needs of speakers and listeners? The
answer seems to be “no.” Reductions do not occur randomly.
Often, they follow innate perceptual biases of the listeners. Sometimes they may even help the listener reject competitors and
recognize the word intended by the speaker faster than would
otherwise be possible.

2
One remaining problem for this model is to account for the special
status of canonical forms. Somewhat in contrast with such a model, it has
been repeatedly been found that canonical forms, even if less frequent than
a reduced form, are better recognized and processed than reduced forms
(e.g., Pitt, Dilley, & Tat, 2011).
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Appendix
List of Stimuli Used in the Experiment (With English Translations)
Sentence

Low-frequency word

High-frequency word

Mart had gisteren de neiging om alles te
Yesterday Mart had the tendency to . . . everything

verbeestelijken
bestialize

verbeteren
correct

Dit is al een tijdje
This has been . . . for some time.

verbogen
bent

verboden
forbidden

Door het eerbetoon voelde ik mij
Because of the mark of honor I felt . . .

verheerlijkt
glorified

verheven
elevated

Vandaag heeft de boer de koeienmest
Today, the farmer has . . . the cow manure

verkorreld
granulized

verkocht
sold

Hij had de auto net op tijd
He had . . . the car just in time

verladen
shipped

verlaten
left

Deze zaken werden veel vaker
These cases were . . . many times before

verlangzaamd
slowed down

verlangd
desired

Na de zomervakantie was Pieter
After the summer holidays, Pieter was . . .

verliederlijkt
corrupted

verliefd
in love

Op de kermis heeft Mirjam haar ring
Mirjam has . . . her ring on the fairground

verloot
raffled

verloren
lost

Thomas had dit soort dingen vaker
Thomas had . . . these kinds of things before

vermenselijkt
humanized

vermeldt
mentioned

Marjolein heeft die dingen eergisteren al
Marjolein had . . . those things already the day before yesterday

vermist
missed

verminderd
decreased

De fluitsolo heeft dit liedje
The flute solo has . . . this song

vermooid
beautified

vermoord
murdered

Die soort bijen uit Azië is in de laatste jaren in Nederland
That variety of bees from Asia has . . . the Netherlands in the last few years

verscheept
been shipped from

verschenen
appeared in

Na het vele werk zag Lex er heel . . . uit
After all that work, Lex looked very . . .

verslapen
tired

verslagen
dismayed

Hij heeft die schilderijen
He has . . . those paintings

vervalst
forged

vervangen
replaced

(Appendix continues)
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Sentence

Low-frequency word

High-frequency word

Evelien had die dingen
Evelien had . . . those things

verwassen
ruined . . . while doing laundry

verwacht
expected

Doordat Marieke geen tijd had, is de vriendschap
Because Marieke did not have time, the friendship has been . . .

verwaterd
diluted

verwaarloosd
neglected

Jan heeft het
Jan has . . . it

verwenst
cursed

verwerkt
processed

Gisteren kwam zij erachter dat hij . . . is
Yesterday, she found out that he is/has been . . .

verwijfd
unmanly

verwijderd
removed

Erik heeft die mensen
Erik has . . . these guys

verwond
injured

verwonderd
surprised

Morgen zal Leo die dingen hebben
Tomorrow Leo will have . . . those things

verzakelijkt
made . . . objective

verzameld
collected

Anke heeft gisteren al met Niko
Anke already . . . Niko yesterday

gebekvecht
argued with

gebeld
phoned

Die dingetjes zijn thuis
Those little things . . . at home

gebleekt
were bleached

gebleven
stayed

Morgen moeten ook deze worden
Tomorrow these have to be . . . too

geborsteld
brushed

gebonden
bound

Gisteren heeft hij ook al zoiets
Yesterday he already . . . something like this too

gebrabbeld
babbled

gebracht
brought

Uiteindelijk was zij diegene die de pop heeft
Eventually she was the one who . . . the doll

geclaimd
claimed

gekleed
dressed

Anne heeft er vaker over
Anne has . . . about it before

gedagdroomd
daydreamed

gedacht
thought

De laatste jaren haden zij samen
The last few years they had . . . together

gedeald
dealt

gediend
served

Tijdens de vogelgriep werden kippen in afgeschermde ruimtes
During the bird flu outbreak, chickens were . . . in isolated spaces

gedoogd
tolerated

gedood
killed

De laatste nachten had Michael vaker iets
The last few nights, Michael . . . something more frequently

gedroomd
dreamed

gedronken
drank

Op het kinderfeestje heeft hij met kegels en ballen
At the children’s party, he . . . cones and balls

gegoocheld
juggled with

gegooid
threw

Oma heeft voor hem een trui
Grandma . . . a sweater for him

gehaakt
crocheted

gehaald
brought

Hij heeft veel voorraden
He . . . many supplies

gehamsterd
stashed away

gehandhaafd
maintained

Julia had al vaker
Julia had already . . . before

gehongerd
starved

geholpen
helped

Hij is bij de derde hoek
He was . . . at the third corner

gekeeld
strangled

gekeerd
turned back

Zij worden morgen
They will be . . . tomorrow

gekort
shortened

gekocht
bought

Hij heeft ze gisteren
He . . . them yesterday

gekooid
caged

gekookt
cooked

De hele dag had hij veel
During the entire day, he had . . . a lot

gelast
welded

gelachen
laughed

Na veel aandringen heeft hij eindelijk de prullenbakken
After much nagging, he finally . . . the wastebaskets

geledigd
emptied

geleverd
delivered

Hij heeft veel
He has . . . a lot

gelepeld
spooned up

geleerd
learned

Zij heeft urenlang in het zonnetje
She . . . for hours in the sun

geluierd
idled

geluisterd
listened
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